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Taking the MAGfinity track dimensions into consideration,  measure 
and draw your desirable track line on the drywall surface.

Find the ideal placement for remote LED drivers either at the nearest 
utility room or the track power box. From there, run the wires to either 
end of your opening. 

Join the flexible 2 pin connectors first and place the track into the 
drywall opening.Note: For single fixture run, attach the end cap to 
both ends. 

Cut into drywall to create opening. Make sure the cut is precise and 
does not exceed 1/8" of a fixture size for a sharp looking installation.

Using WAGO connectors, attach 3 pin connectors to your power 
supply wires. Each power supply requires 110/277 VAC connection.

Secure the track with the screws through the trim holes around. 
Make sure the track is secured. 

 - Measure MAGfinity track LayoutStep 1

 - Power & WiringStep 3

 - Track PlacementStep 5

 - Cut Into DrywallStep 2

 - Attach ConnectorStep 4

 -Secure Track In PlaceStep 6
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If needed, connect all consecutive elements of the track with 3 pin 
connectors located on each component. Secure into place by 
following step 6 with the newly consecutive tracks. For multiple 
fixture runs, attach the end caps to the beginning and the end of 
your run.

Using painter's tape, cover the track slot. Add plaster on the track 
trim and smoothly patch it with a compound knife. Even the patched 
drywall surface out. Let it dry 12 hours minimum. 

Snap-in place desirable luminaires and enjoy the installation.

Secure the newly connected track with screws through the trip holes 
around. Make sure the track is secured. Continue Step 7 and 8 for 
any continuing tracks.

Sand, the patched area, make sure to sand along the taped edge 
area for a smooth transition. 

 - Connect Next ElementStep 7

 - Patch PlasterStep 9

 - Luminaire PlacementStep 11

 - Secure Connected Track Into PlaceStep 8

 - FinishingStep 10
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